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(Appellate Division)

In the matter between s-

GERMISTON CITY COUNCIL Appellant

and

CHUBB & SONS LOCK AND SAFE

COMPANY(S»A*) (PTY) LTD* Respondent

et
Corams Schreiner, Fagan, de Beer, Reynolds JJ*A* st

Heard: 12th,13th, 14th, 15th and 16th November, 1956*

Delivered:

JUDGMENT'

SCHREINER J.A. In the year 1946 the appellant,

which I shall caltnthe municipality1*, established the 

Industrial township of Wadevllle (abslt omen) on land 

belonging to It# In the following year the municipality 

began to make roads and drains in the township, the work 

being done In sections* In one portion of the township 

Rendell Road, running approximately ea/st and west, in*» 

tersects Naginton Road, which runs in a curve but gen»» 

erally from north to south* Some distance to the south 

of Rendell Road Esander Road meets Naglnton Road from 
A 

the/...........
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the east but does not Intersect It. still further to 

3the south Naginton Road is Intersected by Osborne Road. 
r*

3Naglnton Road has a tarred surface edged with a row of 

stones six inches high, called in the evidence a haun* 

3 chlng* The exact date of the completion of Naginton A

Road Is in dispute; the only direct evidence is that 

it took place shortly before the 19th July 1948* The 

general slope of the ground in this part of the township 

is downwards froa^est to east» Two adjoining stands# 

numbered 105 and 106# face Naglngton Road on its eastern 

v 
pr lowejs side. On that side only one stand# No.107# 

lies between' stand No. 106 and Rendell Road to the 

north# but there are a number of stands between stand No. 

105 and Esander Road to the south* In August 1948 the 

municipality sold stands 105 and 106 to Leon Motors# 

which firm in 1949 caused a factory building to be 

erected thereon. The respondent, which I shall call 

"the company"# acquired the two stands from Leon Motors# 

taking transfer In January 1952 and entering into 

occupation at the end of that year* It carried on In 

the factory the business of manufacturing safes, locks 

T 4 and secutiry and strong room equipment. The factory# 

which/......
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t 
which Is made of corrugated Iron, lies on the ea/isefn 

half of the stands; It Is rectangular, with its longer 

sides running north and south# In March 1953 an admlnls*- 

trative building, of brick, was erected on the western 

half of the stands, close to Naglngtdn Road* 

On the night of the llth/12th

October 1953 there was a heavy fall of rain in the area 

and a quantity of muddy water entered the factory build** 

Ing through spaces under certain large doors on its 

western side* The floor of the factory was covered to 

a depth of about four inches by sllt-bearlng water, and 

damage was thereby done to the machinery and stock» The 

company sued the municipality In the Wltwatersrand Local 

Division for the loss incurred by It, claiming that the 

water which caused the damage would not have reached 

the factory if the ground to the west had remained In 

Its natural state; this alien water, It was contended, 

was diverted on>to the company’s property as a re

sult of the construction of Uaglngton Road* The company 

alleged that the municipality had been negligent and In 

particular had negligently failed to protect the com

pany's property by suitable drainage* RUMPFF J. awarded 

the company £4, 696* 13* 2 and costs,and the municipality 

now/,.. • • •
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now appeals t© this Court» •

The pleadings, with the particu

lars thereto, are lengthy and it Is unnecessary td do more 

than summarise them» The company’s main claim rested 

upon an allegation that the municipality had-wrongfully 

and unlawfully constructed and graded Naglngton Road in 

such a way as to discharge upon stands 105 and 106 storm

water which would not otherwise have/ reached them and 

to concentrate and Increase the natural flow on to and 

over those stands» The municipality in the first place 

denied that it had diverted orv*to the stands water that 

would not naturally have reached them and also denied Í 

that If any such water was so diverted it caused the 

damage complained of» Secondly, the municipality relied 

upon the allegation that, having laid out the township, 

it constructed Naglngton Road before it sold the stands 

to Leon Motors; in these circumstances, so It was con

tended, It was not In law liable for any damage that 

might have been caused to the company, whatever faults 

there might be in the construction or drainage of Waging 

ton Road» In the third place, the municipality relied 

upon the statutory authority to make roads and streets

wh1c h/ •. • • • •
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which Is granted to it under the Transvaal Local Government 

Ordinance, 1939, This third defence the company sought 

to meet by alleging that the municipality had been negligent 

In that it had failed to provide any or adequate eetrM storm* 

water drainage, the provision of which was reasonably 

practic able.

In the alternative, the company 

based its claim on an allegation that the municipality 

"negligently failed to provide and/or maintain any adequate 

’drainage in respect of water flowing onto and falling upon" 

Naglngton Road. It particularised the negligence by 

alleging that in 1948 the municipality made an earth drain 

eastwards from Nagington Road along the northern boundary 

of stand 104, which adjoins stand 105 on the sduth; and that 

in 1952 the owner of stand 104 with the knowledge and con

sent of the municipality obstructed the drain by the erec

tion of a building at the north-west corner of stand 104. 

Alternatively, the company alleged that the municipality 

was negligent in falling to provide alternative drainage 

after the earth drain was obstructed.

The municipality contended that 

the alternative claim disclosed no cause of action on the 

ground that, If it had not rendered Itself liable under the 

main/...........
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main claim, it would not be liable for a mere failure to 

carry out the permissive power of making drains» It also 

denied that it had been negligent, and said further that 

the company had Itself been the author of any loss caused to 

It by flooding from Naglngton Road, in that (a) It, or some^ 

one acting with Its knowledge end consent, had filled In an 

earth drain which the municipality had made on the eastern 

pavemett of Naglngton Road to lead water from that road Into 

the abovementioned earth drain running along the boundary 

between stands 104 and 105; and (b) it lowered or allowed
civ

to be lowered the surface of the roadway over the eastern 
A

<X j
pavement of Naglngton Road so as to make a spillway into its 

A

property for water in that road. There were finally a 

number of issues relating to the Items making up the claim 

for damages*

The appeal clearly involves 

questions of law and fact. Some of the questions of fact 

may conveniently be discussed when the law has been con

sidered, but certain basic issues of fact can be dealt 

with more satisfactorily at once* As is Indicated above the 

municipality contends that the company failed to prove (a) 

that alien water entered the factory, and (b) that. If it 

did. It was the cause of the damage.

The/............
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The company relied largely on the 

evidence of Mr. Scott, a very qualified aw3 experienced 

consulting engineer* He had prepared a plan df the locality 

and gave evidence that It correctly showed the flow lines 

of water over the area In question and that it also correct* 

ly showed that the construction of Nagington Road had In*- 

creaed# the area draining to the western boundary of stands 

105 and 106 from about 4 1/3 acres to 27Í* acres. Subject 

a 
to a query regarding the effect produced by/certaln strip 

of railway line, into which it is unnecessary to enter, 

counsel for the municipality did not question these figures. 

The increase in the area draining onto Nagington Road where 

it is bounded by the two stands was due to the fact that the 

road was graded so that a catchpit and a storm-water drain, 

to be constructed In accordance with a drainage scheme which 

had been prepared, would carry the storm-water reaching this 

part of Naginton Road eastwards along the boundary between 

stands 104 and 105. The effect of making the road before 

the drains at this spot was to create what may be termed 

a long shallow dam in the roadway opposite stands 105 and 

106, the wall of vfolch dam was, first, the haunchlng and, 

afterwards, If the water rose above the haunchlng, the

eastern/?.........
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eastern pavement Itself* It was proved by levels taken 

along the boundary of the stands, which would generally 

provide a fair guide to the height of the dam wall, that 

in this vicinity water would first spill out of the dam at 

the gateway Into the company’s property, which is near Its 

we 
north-eastern corner • The next lowest point would be at 

or near the corner of Rendell Road* The third lowest point 

would bejat the south-western corner of the company’s pro

perty* RUMPFF J* found that the fourth lowest point would 

be across the pavement between the gateway and the admlnls- 

tratlve block.

There was no evidence from any 

one who saw the water on the company’s property at the 

time of the storm; the evidence consisted of what was seen 

the next day and Inferences drawn therefrom. It was not 

disputed by the municipality that there was a heavy storm 

that night, when probably about two Inches of rain fell, 

and that water escaped from the dam through the gateway* 

In regard to that water the municipality contended that the 

company was itself to blame, for it should have kept the 

level of the entrance up to that of the pavement, or else 

should have asked the municipality to put In a concrete 

entrance up to the pavement level, which It was accustomed 

to/,.........
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to do on request. If it was only water from the gateway 

that entered the stands on the night of the storm the 

municipality relied also upon the flow lines shown on Mr* 

Scott’s plan, which indicated that such water would pass to 

the north of the factory building and would not enter It. 

The municipality also contended that the evidence did not 

prove that the second lowest exit, at Rendell Road, would 

fail to carry off all the water in excess’of that carried 

off by the gateway. There was barely a scintilla of evl* 

dence that watjrr had entered at the third lowest point * 

the south-west corner of the stands. After an earlier storm 

in March 1953, an employee of the company had seen signs of 

a flow of water from that corner towards the north-western 

entrance to the factory, which tends to confirm the Infer

ence to be drawn from Mr. Scott’s flow lines that water 

from the gateway would pass to the north of the factory* 

The low place where the water entered Jar the south-western 

corner during the storm in March 1953 was filled up shortly 

afterwards.

The axistence of what RUMPFF J. 

fognd to be the fourth lowest point of discharge, l.e. 

between the gateway and the administrative block, was dis- 

puted|ln the, course of argument* There was evidence that a 

low/......
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low unmortared wall fringing a car park north of the 

administrative block was seen after the storm to be broken 

down, with Its materials carried eastwards for some twenty 

feet, and It was contended, and RUMPFF J. found, that a con 

slderable body of water had crossed the pavement opposite 

w
the break in the/all and had gone on to enter the factory* 

There was no evidence of any signs of a wash-away over the 

pavement Itself at this point, and there was some evidence 

that the part of the pavement opposite the place where the 

wall was said to have been broken by storm-water was not, 

relatively, very low* The measurements from which the 

various low points are ascertained seem to show that the 

fourth lowest point, where the haunchIng had been removed 

to make the earth drain on the pavement, the filling up 

of which is relied on In the plan, was in fact directly 

opposite the entrance to the administrative block and not 

opposite the place where the low w&ll was found to have 

been broken. No signs of water having carried debris 

through the entrance In question were apparently seen after 

the storm.

The municipality contended that 

the water found In the factory might well have been ac

counted for by the rain that fell on so much of the two 

stands/...•••
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stands as lay west of the ridge df the factory roof* The 

west half of that roof was one-third of an acre In extent 

and at the time of the storm It had no guttering. The 

company countered this contention by evidence that there was 

a drain round the factory against the concrete apron, which 

protruded outside the building at the level of the factory 

flflor and formed one wall of the daaln. Mr. Scott testified 

that this factory drain, as It was called in the evidence, 

when he examined It about eighteen months after the storm, 

could , If clean, cope with the water from the stands even 

if the rainfall were bit inches per hour, and with the water 

from the area of natural drainage &f the fall were 34 inches 

per hour. Evidence was also adduced as to the state of this 

drain, and It was argued for the municipality that, even if 

It was clear and unobstructed at the beginning of a storm, 

it would sllj up quite soon If the conditions favoured 

silting. RUMPFF J. foujtfd that It was probable that the 

factory drain was not obstructed on the night of the storm 

and that It was sufficient to protect the factory against 

all water that would have reached Its western side from 

the natural drainage area and the stands themselves. Con* 

sequently he concluded that but for the additional water 

Introduced by the grading of Naglngton Road, the factory

would/.•«.••
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would not have been flooded»

The enquiry Into the facts was 

certainly a difficult one. Apart from other considerations 

there Is the factor that, until its level was over/topped, 

Nagington Road provided protection against the flow of 

water. Including the natural drainage water^onto the two 

stands» Allen water certainly entered the stands at the 

gateway, but in view of the protective effect of the dam 

it may be doubted whether the evidence proved that the tptal 

water that entered exceeded that which would have entered, 

had the natural state of the ground not been disturbed by 

the construction of the road» This aspect does not appear 

to have been fully Investigated in the court below» It Is 

not necessary for this Court to decide whether it would 

have reached the same conclusions on the facts as was reach** 

ed by RUMPFF J• The learned judge was In some respects

in a better position to assess the various factors correct*- 

ly than is this Court, but there are certainly weighty 

considerations favouring the municipality on the facts» In 

view, however, of the concluslon that I have reached on the 

responsibility of the municipality in law, it is unnecessary 

to dec ide the factual issues relating to the cause of the 

flooding of the factory» I shall assume that the imihlci*" 

pallty/............
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-cipality^s roadmaking operations led to more water being 

In the factory than would otherwise have been there and that 

this addition helped to cause the damage*

It was)} however, further argued 

for the municipality that there was undoubtedly a substan* 

tlal volume of water from the natural drainage area and from 

the stands themselves, which at any rate must have ‘jielped 

the alien water to overwhelm the factory drain and flood 

the factory» There should accordingly, it was argued* have 

been an apportionment on the lines followed in the New Herlot 

case (1916 A»D. 415)» It was submitted thát In the absence 

of evidence from which an apportionment could be made the 

company had not proved an essential part of its case# But 

this aspect of the matter also does not seem to have been 

fully Investigated at the trial * the learned judge does 

not deal with it * and it would be unsatisfactory to 

base any conclusion upon It at the appeal stage 5^ this 

can be avoided» I do not think that in the circumstances 

we should disturb the assumption which RUMPFF J. must have 

made that the case was not one for apportionment*

Of the two points in respect of 

which the municipality pleaded that the company had itself 

caused any flooding that had occurred, the filling In of

the/............
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the earth drain on the pavement was not persisted In» The 

lowering of the gateway was however paw-uwd• RUMPFF J* held 

that the municipality should have provided for this.when 

It made the road and that the company was not under any duty 

to prevent the wearing down.of the pavement or restore its 

level when worn down* T^e learned judge also held that in 

view of the probable volume of water, even If the gateway 

had not been lowered below the pavement level, there would 

have been na flooding causing the damage.n Since nor

mally the road would be made before the position of the 

gates was decided upon by the purchasers of stands, and ' 

that was certainly the case here, 1 have some difficulty 

in seeing how the municipality could be expected to make 

provision against the wearing away of the gateway* Nor, 

in ^riew of the evidence of the levels, does It seem to have 

been shown that Rendell Road would not have been able to 

carry off all the storm-water, if the gateway had been up 

to pavement height. Whether it could do so would presumably 

depend on the intensity of the storm, that Is on the rate 

at which the dam was filling up,’-and on this aspect there 

was, unavoidably no doubt, no evidence.

In view, however, of the concluslojj, 

that I have reached on the remainder of the case It is un

necessary to deal further with the defence that the lowering
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of the gateway itself caused any damage that resulted from 

the flooding of Nagington Road*

This brings me to the question of 

the municipality’s responsibility In law for any damage 

suffered by the company* As appears from the summary of 

the pleadings which I have given, there were two distinct 

legal grounds on which the municipality claimed that It 

was not liable on the main claim* I propose to deal first 

with the defence of statutory authority* The discussion 

of this defence to the main claim will also,inevitably, bear 

upon the alternative claim*

As was pointed out by INNES CÍJ. 

In Johannesburg Municipality v* African Realty Trust(1927 

A*D. 163 at page 172), when the exerfflse of statutory 

powers has caused injury to another the enquiry must always 

be‘ * what was the intention of the legislature ? Some 

difficulty has been experienced In stating the position In 

regard to the onus of proof In cases of this kind* In 

the African Realty Trust case INNES C.J. said at page 177, 

"It was for the municipality in the first p$ace to satisfy 

"the Court that the Legislature contemplated an Interference 

"with private rights and then It was for the company to 

"prove that the municipality was not entitled to the pro*

tection/......... ..
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"-tectlon of the statute because the Injury complained of

"was due to a negligent exercise of Its powers* At that stage

"the case depended on the existence of negligence, and it lay

"upon the plaintiff In the action to establish it* " in

Bloemfontein Town Council v. Richter (1938 A*D* 195) STRATFORD 
*

J.A, dealt with the question at pages 230 and 231. The learned

judge remarked upon the difficulty of reconciling the burden

resting on the defendant of proving, in order to show that

the legislature contemplated interference with th private

rights, that injury to others must ensue e»en if the power/ 

with 
were exercised in every reasonably practicable way, end the

burden that would then be cast upon the plaintiff to prove 

defendant
that the/êebt had been negligent, In the sei se in which that

term is used in this connection, namely, that it had not adop

ted a reasonably practicable way of avoiding the injury to

the plaintiff. There seemed to the learned judfee to be,prlma

facle, a conflict, which he considered should be resolved by 
4 
Vj

holding that the plaintiff’s burden to show that by reasonably 

practicable means "the extent of the Interference will be

"lessened - not entirely avoided, for. If the defendant has 

"discharged hits onus avoidance is impossible*" It appears

from pages 235 and 236 of the report of the case that CURLEWIS

C.J. , while agreeing with the conclusion of STRATFORD J.A* 

on the facts, did not experience the same difficulty in the
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interpretation of the judgment in the African Realty Trust 
« 

case* As appears from the original record, however, the 

remaining members of the Court concurred with STRATFORD J#A.® 

only.

It appears from page 337 of the 

report of Johannesburg City Council v» Muclnovich (1940 A.D* 

365), and this is confirmed by the original, record on áppeal, 

that the trial judge, RAMSBOTTOM J., had applied the view of 

STRATFORD J.A. that the onus upon the plaintiff to prove 

negligence Is an onus to show that by the adoption of reason

ably practicable precautions the extent of the interference 

would be lessened, and that such precautions had not been 

adopted. It may be, as was suggested by counsel for the 

municipality, that STRATFORD J.A. had in mind the exercise 

of a statutory authority of the kind In Issue in Richter* s 

case, where the rights of an individual plaintiff, or pos

sibly a group of similarly placed individuals, alone could 

be affected. In such a case a conflict might seem to be un

avoidable unless the notion of lessening the extent of inter- 

ference^as opposed to avoiding it, were introduced. The 

abovementioned passage in the judgment of STRATFORD J.A. was 

quoted In Reddy v. Durban Corporation (1939 A.D.293) without^- 

comment,/...........
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comment, but the quotation followed Immediately upon one from 

the judgfcmht of de VILLIERS J.A. In BCêede Rlvler Irrigation 

Board v* Brink (1936 A.D.359), at pages 365 and 366,where the 

law as expounded in the African Realty Trust case was restated 

and somewhat elaborated; no reference was made in Brink1a case 

to the conflict on which STRATFORD J.A. commented two years 

later*

It Is, however, unnecessary to pur*

sue this matter further* In regard to the roadmaking powers 

of local authorities the general position is made clear by the 

abovementioned cases* In the first place It Is established, 

not as a rule of law but as an unescapable conclusion of fact, 

that the making of roads on sloping ground necessarily modi

fies the natural drainage of the locality and so to some ex

tent interferes with the rights of the adjoining landowners- 

(cf* African Realty Trust case at pages 174 and 175; Reddy1s 

and
case at page 300)* The interference may/often will be slight 

but inevitably the properties will receive,or run the risk of 

receiving, more or less water than before* The velocity and 

direction of flow, and with them the risks of flooding, will 

certainly be changed, to the advantage of some landowners per

haps but unquestionably to the detriment of others* So in a 

case based on flooding as a result of roadmaking operations 

the discharge of the Initial dnus by the local authority la in 

effect automatic* The second point,which appears from the 

African Realty, Trust case at page 179 and In Reddy1s case at 

page 299, quoting Brink1s case, and/ which is most Important 

for this case, Is that In deciding what 

measures/..... *
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measures are reasonably practicable regard must ^e had to the 

total requirements and resources of the local authority and 

not merely to the means providing protection to an Indi

vidual landowner» I assume that in particular crlrcumstances 

there may have to be special treatment by the local authority 

of the risks to a particular small area dr even to a single 

sttand In a township» In regard to flooding far Instance the 

flsk might conceivably be so grave and so pressing that there 

might conceivably be a legal and not merely a moral duty 

upon the municipality to give It precedence over other drain

age problems» But apart from such a possibility the position 

of any one plaintiff in fegard to protection against flood

ing owing to roadmaking cannot be dealt with in isolation from 

the requirements of the whole area and the resources available 

to meet them»

These general considerations were 

gone Into very fully by the municipality’s city engineer* 

Mr» Peddle* in his evidence» He described the storm-water 

drainage scheme for Wadeville* which was started at the same 

time that the roads were begun» But the works obviously 

could not be carried out lterally side by side» The drainage 

would begin* generally speaking* from the bottom of the slope 

upwards/......
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upwards, while th© roads' would be made presumably on a dif

ferent time table based on other considerations. Mr. Peddle 

gave evidence as to the considerable sums that were spent on 

drainage each year and as/ to the difficulties, particularly 

in relation to staffing^that were encountered, The call for 

drainage was general tn ths municipal area and was being met 

as fast as was reasonably possible* Complaints of flooding 

were in the rainy season Innumerable* In the area in which 

the company’s property was situated some drainage delay had 

been caused by the/ need to.obtain a servitude at the outfall 

end of the system, but after this was overcome the work had 

been proceeded with with all due despatch.

This evidence was not seriously 

and 
challenged/tey RUMPFF J. did not find that the municipality 

was to blame for not having established a permanent drainage 

system sufficient to protect the company’s property before the 

storm In October 1953. But the learned judge, though he as* 

sumed that it had not been reasonably practicable to complete 

the permanent drainage system In time to protect the com

pany's property, held that the municipality was negligent 

In not putting In and maintaining a temporary drain or drains 

to provide such protection* The learned judge referred to 

a letter addressed in January 1949 by the municipality’s

engineer/............
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engineer to the then owner .of stand 104 asking for a servl* 

tude for a stormwater pipe along the northern boundary of 

that stand* The letter began, nIn order to avoid flooding 

”of your property In Wadevllle", and there was some suggestion 

, it could hardly be called evidence, that there was a com** 

plaint about flooding at the same place about the same time» 

But the letter was not really relevant to the question whether 

the municipality was obliged to Introduce temporary drainage 

at this place» In fact the municipality did not at the time 

obtain a servitude» It made a temporary earth drain slanting 

across the pavement opposite stand 105 and then passing down 

the northern boundary of stand 104* In 1952 the owner of the 

latter stand closed it by a building and the municipality, 

though one of its clerks was informed of the proposed ob* 

struction, did nothing to prevent this taking place» It had 

no servitude and could not, without obtaining'one, prevent 

the closing of the drain* The drain on the pavement then 

became useless such $s was allowed to fill up with soil. 

These are the facts on which the company relies for the al

ternative basis of its claim, namely, that the municipality 

caused it damage, apart from the diversion of alien water, 

by falling to make temporary drains or keep the one it had

made/...........
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made In proper repair»

It seems to me that in dealing with 

the question of temporary drainage RUMPFF J* failed to give 

effect, mu ta tis mutandis,to the same considerations that he 

assumed to be applicable to the execution of the permanent 

drainage system. It was of course relatively simple and in- 

expensive to make a temporary drain to meet the risk of 

flooding stands 105 and 106* But these could not be taken 

in isolation. Again I assume that there may be cases where 

it may be negligence in a municipality not to provide some 

urgently required but temporary work to meet an emergency. 

But this was not such a case» There was, as In many parts 

of the municipal area, some risk of flooding. That was un- 

fortunate but it was not shown that it was reasonably prac- 

tlcable to meet the risk by a system of temporary drains, 

which In any event unless linked with a permanent system would 

the 
only have the effect of throwlng/water onto other properties» 

In this connection it may be observed that though the municl- 

pality has power to secure compulsorily the necessary ser

vitudes for its permanent drainage system It might not be 

possible to employ compulsory powers for the purpose of 

making temporary open drains. RUMPFF J. said that the muni*» 

clpallty had created a source of danger of flooding in 

Naglngton Road and should have put In a drain to prevent that 

flooding/............
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flooding* But I do not think that the solution of the 

question is advanced by calling the construction of the road 

a source of danger» Making the road changed the gradients 

and led to the diversion of storm-water, but it was not con- 

tended that this was negligently done* I do not consider it 

possible to uphold the view that once there Is such diver** 

sion, with increased risk of flooding to some properties, 

corresponding to decreased risk to others, there Is negli

gence In not at the samit time providing protective drainage* 

Temporary drainage, like permanent drainage, must be con

sidered In the light of the total drainage position* Some 

temporary drainage may be a very good thing but It does not 

follow that the municipality Is obliged to introduce it at 

any particular place. Generally speaking the advantages 

gained from Immediate protection as a result of temporary 

measures must be weighed against the disadvantages, the 

most obvious of which would be the wasted effort and expense 

if It should prove to have been unnecessary. It was not 

shown, nor was any attempt made to show, that it was reason

ably practicable for the municipality to use a general system 

of temporary protective drains in Wadevllle or elsewhere in 

Its area. It did make a temporary drain on the pavement — 

opposite/..........
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opposite stand 105 and down the boundary of stand 104, 

but this action did not prove that the situation was such 

that the municipality was under any legal duty to make such 

a drain or to restore the temporary drainage when it became 

obstructed*

In my view the company failed to 

prove negligence on the part of the municipality for the 

purposes either of its main claim or of its alternative 

claim*

This view makes It unnecessary to 

examine the Interesting question whether the fact,assuming 

it .to be a fact, that the municipality laid out the township 

and made Magington Road before It sold stands 105 and 106 

would alone be sufficient to free It from any responsibility 

for damage by flood water, whether resulting from unskilful 

roadmaking or other blameworthiness. Apart from the authori

ties (Voet 39.3.5, Donellus Vol. ÏV Col* 569 and Pothier 

Pandects 39.3»^.15.) quoted by counsel, there appears to be 

a measure of common sense in the view than when land Is sold 

by a municipality below an existing road which it has made 

in the Interests of the public, including landowners, and 

where the natural drainage has certainly and indeed

obviously/......... « 
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obviously been Interfered with, the natural drainage, for 

the purposes of deciding whether there has been an improper 

diversion of alien water, should be regarded as the drainage 

as so modified* It Is, however, not necessary to examine 

this line of argument further for I am satisfied that, even 

If stands 105 and 106 had been sold before the construction 

of Naglngton Road, the municipality wouldm^for the reasons 

above stated, not have been liable* In view of the con

clusion that I have reached the investigation of the quantum 

of damages becomes unnecessary*

Thcappeal is allowed with costs 

and the judgment is altered to one of absolution from the 

instance with costs*

Fagan J.A.

de Boer, J.A»

Reynolds,


